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SUMMARY
MyMedicareBot’s annual AEP Retrospective report provides actionable insights for 

Medicare carriers and brokers to implement more effective membership growth, 

retention and distribution strategies and campaigns.

These insights are based on the results from our Medicare Analytics and Agent 

Platforms used by health plans, brokers and their agents during the last calendar 

year. Our findings reflect actual field usage during the 2022 OEP/SEP and the 

2023 AEP.

We applied our more than 18 years of experience helping CMS, Medicare health 

plans and brokers use data driven insights and innovative technologies to retain and 

grow their membership in a competitive market.

In this report, we highlight key themes that health plans and brokers of all sizes 

should consider as they develop their 2023 OEP/SEP and 2024 AEP strategies.
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MEDICARE 
ADVANTAGE GROWTH
Individual MA enrollment growth slowed to 6% and 25 million beneficiaries after 

years of double digit rate gains. Total Medicare Advantage enrollment is 30 million, 

including employer group plans. This represents more than 50% of all enrolled 

beneficiaries, indicating tougher growth conditions ahead.

Medicare beneficiaries now live in counties with 50% to 60% MA penetration. 

Growth is stalling in these areas. Churn and cost are increasing as zero-sum game 

dynamics begin to apply.

As more counties exceed 61% penetration, plans and their distribution partners 

need to be innovative. They should implement county-specific growth and 

retention strategies. The stakes are high. Twenty million additional beneficiaries will 

age-in to Medicare by 2030. Let localized innovation begin!
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(a) Excludes employer group plans and includes certain individual MA plan types 
(i.e., HMO, HMO-POS, PPO, R-PPO, Cost, CSNP and DSNP).

Increasing Individual MA Penetration(a) Means Difficult Growth
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National Carriers(a) are Getting Bigger and Broader
Seven national carriers enrolled nearly 75% of all individual MA beneficiaries, leaving roughly 221,000 net enrollments for the other 4,800 plan sponsors. The 

national carriers are growing by increasing their product line and distribution reach into the dual-eligible, LIS and chronic populations. Their wider offering 

of PPO, D-SNP, C-SNP and growing I-SNPs plans allows them to offer a broad range of plans. They can better target specific beneficiary segments, such as LIS, 

chronic, dual, PDP-to-MAPD and Medigap-to-MAPD converters, across all enrollment periods.

Their challenge in OEP/SEP 2023 and AEP 2024 is to help their distribution partners provide a better shopping and enrollment experience. Fifty percent of 

Medicare beneficiaries qualify for financial support and SNP plans! Did someone say MARx integration?
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(a) Centene, Cigna, CVS/Aetna, Elevance, Humana, Kaiser and United HealthCareMedicare Advantage Penetration
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Net New Enrollments as of 1/1/2023
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Mixed Startup Performance
Enrollment growth for startup plans like Alignment, Bright, Devoted, Clover and Oscar was mixed. Devoted stood out with a 55% growth in net MA enrollments 

while Oscar is still struggling to make inroads. Startups’ simplified and highly competitive plan designs worked well for a while. These included $0 to low 

premium PPO, low copays and market matching extra benefits.  But, they must learn to take share instead of relying on incumbents, which requires strong 

local distributor support. Their challenge in OEP/SEP 2023 and AEP 2024 is to find and engage local distribution partners. Startups should seek partners with a 

strong field agent presence. Field agents will be one of the most effective distribution channels in the coming year.
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Local Plans Fight Back...But Most Still Struggle
Local plans are being squeezed by national plans gaining share with 

increasing PPO and SNP offerings. In addition, startups are gaining 

ground with simplified plans and innovative member engagement 

programs. Local plans with greater than 60,000 MA, however, grew by 

16%. Those with less than 60,000 lost 19% of their membership. 

Their challenge in OEP/SEP 2023 and AEP 2024 is to develop more 

effective retention and growth strategies. They must take advantage 

of their local market expertise and commercial group business to grow 

age-in opportunities. Increasing STAR ratings is now critical to fund 

competitive benefits from encroaching national and startup carriers. 

MA Enrollment Growth Continues 
with D/C-SNP and PPO Plans Leading
The Individual Medicare Advantage market grew by 6% 

to 25 million. Special needs and PPO plans enrolled more 

members than other plan types. Increasing availability of and 

enrollments into PPO and SNP plans by national and regional 

plans continue. The national and startup plans are taking even 

more share from local plans, especially the Blue Cross Blue 

Shield affiliates. Local plans struggle to compete on price, plan 

design and supplemental benefits.

Whats is your 2023 STAR strategy?

Local Plan < 60,000 MA

Local Plan > 60,000 MA

+16%

-19%
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Medigap+PDP to MAPD Conversion is Increasing
Continued increase in non-SNP PPO enrollments (+13% or roughly 800,000 members) combined with decreasing PDP membership (-3.7% or -848,000 

members) indicates Medigap+PDP to MAPD PPO conversion is continuing—and moving to additional states.Medigap+PDP to MAPD PPO conversion is 

accelerating in select states.
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(a) Copays for tiers 4 and 5 are higher for standalone PDP plans. Tier 4 = PDP 33-50% coinsurance / PPO = $90-110; tier 5 = PDP 33-50% 
coinsurance / PPO 28-39% coinsurance

This trend represents significant risk to 

Medicare Supplement carriers, especially the 

Blues. Their members are switching to $0 to 

low premium PPO plans to save money and 

access extra benefits.

A key driver of Medigap to MAPD PPO conversion 

is due to increasing PDP premiums and higher 

drug copays. This is especially relevant for tiers 4 

and 5, which can be higher in a standalone PDP 

plan.(a)

It is also an opportunity for PPO carriers. 

They now have access to the 20% of Medicare 

beneficiaries still on supplement plans.

Rx and premium savings combined with 

extra benefits like dental, vision and hearing 

bound by MOOP make for a compelling value 

proposition for the $0 to low premium 

PPO plan.

PPO plans with $0 to low premium gained 

more enrollments in states (in order – FL, GA, 

NY, TX, MI, SC, IL, VA) that also experienced the 

most PDP disenrollments (in order - TX, MI, NY, 

GA, IL, VA, SC, NY) (see Fig. 1).

DisenrollmentsEnrollments

Fig. 1
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CHANGING MEDICARE 
DISTRIBUTION LANDSCAPE
The Ride of Field Agents
Field agents are emerging as carriers’ and beneficiaries’ 

preferred channel. Telesales continues to struggle with high 

lead costs and low member persistency. The field agent 

channel performs better than telesales and can scale to take 

advantage of the additional 20 million beneficiaries expected 

in the next 10 years. 

Boomers will be the majority of Medicare beneficiaries by 

2030. Effectively reaching this age demographic should be a 

top priority. Field agents are the key. Growing and retaining 

membership will hinge on updating field agent capabilities 

to align with boomer shopping and enrollment preferences. 

Carriers and their distribution partners are already testing new 

ways to modernize their field agents and attain truly integrated 

lead-to-enrollment capabilities.
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INCREASING 
CMS OVERSIGHT
CMS Final Rule Part III
Carrier and broker field agents should prepare for more CMS oversight to address growing beneficiary dissatisfaction with some 

TPMOs. Carriers and their distribution partners should prepare to address the third part of last year’s CMS final rule, which 

governs the recording of all beneficiary interactions in the chain of enrollment. 

	 “…The	TPMO	and	the	plans’	FDR,	must	ensure	the	TPMO:	(i)	discloses	to	the	MAO	or	Part	D	sponsor	any	subcontracted	

	 relationships	used	for	marketing,	lead	generation,	and	enrollment;	(ii)	records	all	calls	with	beneficiaries	in	their	entirety,		

	 including	the	enrollment	process;	(iii)	reports	to	plans	monthly	any	staff	disciplinary	actions	or	violations	of	any	

	 requirements	that	apply	to	the	MA	or	Part		D	plan	associated	with	beneficiary	interaction	to	the	plan;	and	(iv)	uses	the	TPMO	

	 disclaimer	discussed	above.”		

As a result, we anticipate CMS will require QA oversight of field agents. This may resemble how the telesales channel conducts 

random call sampling to phone agents. Simply put, there are not enough trained QA staff available to monitor field agents. 

Companies like us are developing technology solutions ahead of implementation of this final rule.
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STRATEGIES TO PREPARE
FOR OEP/SEP AND AEP 2022
Retention Strategies
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Prepare to participate in and defend against 

LIS SEP and Medigap to MAPD conversion 

expanding nationally.

Proactively identify your current members’ 

best-fit plan. Let them know whether they 

should stay, switch or upgrade. If they feel 

confident that they are in the right plan with 

you, they are less likely to shop with your 

competitors.

Profile and understand why members are 

leaving you so you can target them for 

retention campaigns before they are triggered 

by competitors or TV ads.
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Growth Strategies

Modernize the field agent channel with true 

lead-to-enrollment and automated monitoring. 

You need to support this channel’s increased 

production and meet growing CMS oversight 

and reporting requirements.

Develop new lead formats, such as in-home 

and scheduled appointments, that align with 

boomers’ shopping and enrollment journeys.

Understand county-level market context, 

including buying preferences and competitive 

intelligence. Then, design localized growth 

campaigns.

Remember to source proprietary leads like age-in and working retirees enrolled in commercial group plans 

and convert them into your individual Medicare plans before your competitors do.
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WHY YOU SHOULD
CHOOSE US
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About MyMedicareBot
We are Medicare distribution experts who partner

with health plans to drive membership growth,

retention and profitability.

We believe that no two health plans—and therefore no two good 

solutions—are the same. We work closely with our clients to customize 

solutions based on their needs, leveraging a combination of consulting, 

technology and analytics.

We use our more than 18 years of experience operating Medicare 

enrollment systems and analyzing Medicare data on behalf of CMS and 

leading carriers to develop and implement more effective campaigns.
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MyMedicareBot helps Medicare carriers in 3 primary ways:

Insights:

Use member claims and competitive 

market intelligence to increase the 

ROI of our clients’ sales, retention and 

conversion campaigns.

Platform:

Implement an integrated omni-channel 

platform to operationalize, monitor and 

optimize campaigns.

Distribution:

Oversee and manage retention and 

conversion campaigns on behalf of 

Medicare carriers and distribution

partners.

To learn more contact us at info@mymedicarebot.com or visit mymedicarebot.com.


